The irreducible case
runs through a system of representatives of Aut Λ (p)/Int (p). Finally, s(λ) is the parallelism of right translation, and is the only other absolute parallelism on P consistent with dσ 2 . Proof. Theorem 3.8, Lemma 8.1, fact (10.6) , and the fact that any invariant bilinear form on a real simple Lie algebra is a multiple of the Killing form, give us (M, φ, ds 2 ) Ξ (P, λ, dσ 2 ) with s(X) = p, as claimed. The assertions on G and K follow from (5.2) and the fact that every derivation of a simple Lie algebra is inner, q.e.d. Now we start in on the non-group case. Let h: m -> p be the inverse of the LTS isomorphism f x of Lemma 6.2. Then h extends to a Lie algebra homomorphism of l v {m) = q onto the algebra [p 5 p] + P generated by p. As g is simple, h: g ^ [p, p] + p. In particular [p, p] + p = g and we realize ε x as A" 1 , q.e.d. Our method consists of showing that σ x and ε x generate such a large group of outer automorphisms of q that we can deduce g to be of type Z> 4 and ε x to be the triality. Some technical problem (proving σ x outer) forces us to reduce to the compact case.
We construct a compact riemannian version of (M, ds 2 ). Choose (8.5a ) θ: Cartan involution of g .
Thus θ is an involutive automorphism of g, whose fixed point set is a maximal compactly embdded subalgebra ί C g. Let q be the -1 eigenspace of θ on g. Then we have σ x extends to g c by linearity and then restricts to an automorphism (still denoted σ x ) of g*. Now (8.6c) g* = ϊ* + m* eigenspace decomposition under σ x .
To pass to the group level we define G*: simply connected group with Lie algebra g*, K*: analytic subgroup for I*. Then G* is a compact semisimple group, and X* is a closed subgroup because it is identity component of the fixed point set of σ x on G*. Now we have M* = G*/K*: compact simply connected manifold.
The Killing form K of g* is negative definite, so the restriction of -K to trt* induces dt 2 : G*-invariant riemannian metric on M*. We summarize the main properties as follows. 2 ) is a simply connected globally symmetric riemannian manifold of compact type, and g* is the Lie algebra of all Killing vector fields on (M*, dt 2 ). For simple g, (M*, dt 2 ) is irreducible if and only if g c is simple. If g is simple but g c is not simple, then g = l G with I compact simple and σ x C-linear on g, and g* = ί 0 I with ΐ* = (ϊ Π I) Θ (ΐ Π I).
Lemma. (M*, dt
Proof. The riemannian metric dt 2 is symmetric because it is induced by an invariant bilinear form -K of g*. As g* is semisimple and σ^-stable it must contain every Killing vector field of (M*, dt 2 ). If g c is simple, then g* is simple, so (M,dt 2 ) is irreducible. If (M,dt 2 ) irreducible, then m* is a simple LTS if further g is simple, then m (thus also m*) is not the LTS of a Lie algebra thus g* is simple, and that proves g 6 ' simple.
Suppose g to be simple but g c not simple. Then g = F where the maximal compactly embedded subalgebra I is a compact real form. To avoid confusion we write g = I + Jί with f = -1. Were σ x antilinear on g its fixed point set ϊ would be a real form, so g = ϊ + ϊ and m -ϊ then ϊ would be absolutely irreducible on m, so (M, dt 2 ) would be irreducible, contradicting nonsimplicity of g c . Thus σ x is complex-linear on g. Now the fixed point set ϊ = (ϊ Π ί) c , and the assertions on g* and ϊ* follow, q.e.d.
If (M,ds 2 ) is compact, then (M*,Λ 2 ) = (M,cds 2 ) for some real c φ 0. If (M, ds 2 ) is riemannian, then (Corollary 4.5) it is compact.
We carry φ over to an absolute parallelism on (M*, df). Proof. If [p,p] = p, then g = t)0b with each summand stable under any choice of θ, and p = b 0 0. Then g* = t>* 0b* with p* = t)* 0 0 and all the assertions are trivial. Now suppose [p, p] Π p = 0. Then from (8.4) we have an involutive automorphism π = e~ισ x ε x whose fixed point set is [p, p] and whose -1 eigenspace is p. Note that this shows π to be independent of x. As π is a semisimple automorphism of g, we can choose θ to commute with π.
We now assume further that θ commutes with π. In other words, using (8.5),
From this we see
In order to proceed we must check that
In view of (8.9) it suffices to check the first of these assertions. If
Let ζ e J D with (1 -σ x )ζ = u. Now Recall that dt 2 is induced by negative of the Killing form K of g*. Note that \{\ -σ x ) is /c-orthogonal projection of g* to m*, and also from (8.9) that ε x is well defined on g*. Now let ξ,ηep*.If je /*, then ad ( )" 1 ?, ad O')" 1^ € p*, and we compute
which is independent of the choice of / e /*. But (8.11) says that every element of M* is of the form /(**). Thus (8.12) if £, 9 € p*, then dί*(f, 57) is constant on M* .
Choose a basis {f 1? -,ξ n } of p*. The ξ ix * form a basis of M** because (1 -o^p* = m*. Now (8.12) says that {f 1? , ξ n } is a global frame on M* with the dt\ξ u ξ ά ) constant. Recall that the ξ t are Killing vector fields of (M*,dt 2 (8.14) . Now g* = I 0 I with each summand stable under σ x , so the argument for simple q c shows σ x to be outer on each summand of g*. It follows that σ x is outer on F = g, i.e., that σ x $ Int (g).
If ε x is inner on F then a' = ε^" 1 
First, consider the case where g is a compact simple Lie algebra. Then c^ is simple and Lemma 8.15 says that Aut c (g c )/Int (g c ) has order >3, so Autfl (g)/Int (g) has order >3. This implies that g is of Cartan classification type D 4 , i.e., g = §o (8) . Again by Lemma 8.15 , ε x is triality, and σ x is outer on g, so the possibilities for ϊ are 3o(7) and 3o(3) Θ 3o (5) . In the latter case ϊ and ε x (ΐ) would be Int (g)-conjugate, so we would have a e Int (g) with ε x a(t) = ϊ; then ε x a commutes with σ x in violation of Lemma 8.13. Thus ϊ = §o (7) and M = SO(S)/SO(Ί) -S\ as in case 1. Invariance forces ds 2 to be a multiple of the standard riemannian metric da 2 of constant curvature 1. Then (M,dσ 2 ) and (M, ds 2 ) have the same isometry group, so G = O(8), whence
Second, consider the case where g is noncompact but g c is simple. Then g* is simple. Lemma 8.8 and the argument for compact simple g show that g* = 3o(8), ϊ* = £o (7) and M* = S 7 , and that ε^ is triality on g*. The noncompact real forms of £o(8, C) are the §o(p, 8 -p), 1 < p < 4; the real form 3o*(8) whose maximal compactly embedded subalgebra is the Lie algebra u(4) of the unitary group in four complex variables, is triality-equivalent to 3o (2, 6) . However g is stable under the triality automorphism ε x of g c = 3o 2 is an outer automorphism of I. If ^ is an automorphism of 3o (7), of §o(2) Θ §o(6), or of δo(3) Θ §o(5), then /3 2 is inner. We conclude that g = 3o(4,4), which in fact does admit triality from the split Cayley algebra. Thus ϊ = 3o(3,4), M = SO(4,4)/SO(3,4), and ds 2 , G and K are specified as in case 2. Third, consider the case where g c is not simple. Lemma 8.7 says g = ί c with Γ compact simple, ϊ = (ΐ Π t) c , g* -IΘ t and ϊ* = (ϊ Π ί) Θ (ϊ Π ί). The argument for compact simple g says Γ = §o(8), ϊ Π I = §o(7) and M* = S 7 χS 7 . Thus g = so(8, C), ΐ = 3o(7, C) aud M = 5O(8, C)/5O(7, C). Now d^2, G and K are specified as in case 3.
It remains to verify the assertions on the construction of all consistent absolute parallelisms for the spaces (M, ds 2 ) of cases 1, 2 and 3. Let M = G/K and g = ϊ + m as in case 1, 2 or 3 of the theorem. Then g admits a triality automorphism ε of order 3 with fixed point set g s of type G 2 [12, Table 7 .14]. Fix a Cartan involution θ of g which commutes with σ x . As ε 3 = 1, ε is a semisimple automorphism of g, so we may replace ε by an Int (g)-conjugate if necessary to arrange εθ = θε. That done we use θ to construct a compact real form g* = ϊ* + m* of g c as in (8.5) and (8.6), and ε extends by linearity to g c preserving g*. Define p Q = e'Kπi) as prescribed; then pf = \ξ Π g* is e-^m*).
Let K denote the Killing form on g. We need to prove the following facts:
To do this we note that g e = IΠ e" 1 ®, so the orthocomplement of g fi in g relative to K is l L + ε'Xί 1 ) = m + ε~\m) = m + Jpo Now ε" 1 is a rotation by 2τr/3 on m* + pf. As £(1 -σj is the orthogonal projection of m* + pf to m*, that says κ(ξ, η) = Λ;((1 -σ x )ξ, (1 -σ x )η) for £, η e p 0 *. The same follows by linearity for ξ,ηe pξ, and thus for ξ,ηep 0 . That proves (8.17b), and the first assertion of (8.17a) follows. Let dim denote dim^ in cases 1 and 2, and dime in case 3. Then dim g = 28, dim ϊ = 21, dim g e = 14 and dim m = 7.
-14 = 7 = dim m, proving the second part of (8.17a). Now (8.17) is verified.
As prescribed, let / be the normalizer of p 0 in G. As ϊ is the normalizer of m in g, so [p 0 , p 0 ] = e" 1 © is the Lie algebra of /, and assertion (i) on the structure of / follows.
Let j e J and ξ,η e p Q , and let β be the multiple of K that induces ds 2 . We compute
which is independent of jeJ. Thus ds\ξ,η) is constant on /(*). However ,f n } is a global frame on /(JC). Thus Corollary 4.15 says that there is an absolute parallelism ψ on the connected manifold J 0 (x), consistent with ds 2 there, for which the ξ t are parallel. Lemma 6.4 says that (M, ds 2 ) has an absolute parallelism φ 0 such that the ξ\ Jo{x) , ξ e p Q , are ^-parallel on J 0 (x). By analyticity, or because ^-parallel fields are Killing vector fields, now p 0 is the LTS of all ^-parallel vector fields on M.
If r = gJ e G/J, we define p r = ad (g)p Q as specified. Then φ r = g(φ 0 ) is an absolute parallelism on M consistent with ds 2 , and its LTS is ad (g)p Q = p r . This gives us our 7-ρarameter family [φ r ] of absolute parallelisms consistent with ds 2 . We check that the original absolute parallelism φ on M is contained in the family {φ r }. Let Aut (g) denote Aut Λ (g) in cases 1 and 2, and Aut c (g) in case 3. Then Aut (g)/Int (g) is the group of order 6 given by e 3 = s 2 = 1, say" 1 = e~ι. Here 5 1 represents the component of σ x , and e the component of ε. Thus ε x (or ε x in case 3) is in a component represented by e, es,ses~ι or se. Now there are isometries g,b e G of (M, ds 2 ) such that ε^ = ad (fc) ε ad (^) -1 and either b -1 or ft = s x symmetry. Let r = gJ e G/J. Then p = ε'^m) = ad (gVε-' ad (fi-'Xm) = ad (gV^m) = ad (g)p 0 = p r . Thus ^ = φ r .
Assertion (ii) on the structure of / and {φ r } is immediate from the definition of /. We have just proved assertions (iii) and (iv). Now (i), (v) and (vi) remain.
Let N = G o // O , and let β be the multiple of the Killing form of g which induces ds 2 on M. Then β induces a metric du 2 on N, and ε induces an isometry of (TV, du 2 ) onto (M, ds 2 ). If g € G, we notice that ad(g) 2 is an inner automorphism of g. If h is an isometry of (N, du 2 ) , it follows that ad(h) 2 is an inner automorphism of g. Thus p Q Φ ad (g)£~\p 0 ) whenever g e G o , for (ad (g)ε"
1 ) 2 is outer on g. If / meets s x G 0 , say #5^ e / where g e G o , then
which was just seen impossible. Thus In view of (i), G/J is the disjoint union of two copies of
Recall that the Lie algebra ε -1 (ϊ) of / is the image of the spin representation of ϊ. Thus (8.19a) / 0 = Spin (7), Spin (3, 4), Spin (7, C) in cases 1, 2, 3.
Recall also that ϊ ΓΊ £ -1 (i) = g ε algebra of type G 2 . Let G 2 denote the compact connected group of that type, Gξ the complex connected group of that type, and G\ the analytic subgroup of G% which is the noncompact real form. Now (8.19b Now M is the disjoint union of the 5 rs . As / 0 is noncompact semisimple, its Lie algebra has an element w ψ 0 which is diagonable with all eigenvalues real. The eigenvalues come in pairs {h, -h} by (8.19a ). Renormalizing w, now we may assume {e 19 , e 8 } chosen so that In case 2 the Spin (3)-factor on H is transitive on the sphere || u\\ 2 = r 2 in U, and the Spin (4)-factor is transitive on the sphere ||i;|| 2 = s 2 in V. Thus H is transitive on each S r s . As / 0 (^) meets each 5 r>β , now / 0 (^i) = M.
In case 3, H is transitive on the sphere ||w|| 2 = r 2 in U, and the subgroup H x preserving e x is G 2 by (8.19b 9 and thus for (M,φ,dσ 2 ). Similarly, (ii) follows from Proposition 8.2 and Theorem 8.16.
Global classification of reductive parallelisms

Corollary. Let ds 2 be of signature (n -q,q) or (q,n -q),0 < q < 2, in Theorem 9.1. (i) M_j is reduced to a point, i.e., the parallelism on the flat factor of (M, do 2 ) is euclidean. (ii) At most q of the simple group manifolds M t (l < i < u) are noncompact. Each noncompact one is the universal covering group of SL(2,R). (iii) Each of the quadrics M t (u + 1 < i < t) is an ordinary Ί-sphere. (iv) // ψ is any absolute parallelism on M consistent with dσ 2 , then (M, dσ 2 ) has an isometry g such that g(ψ) = φ.
Proof. If M_j is not reduced to a point, then p_ x is nonabelian by the normalization g_! = g±! (rel. b_ λ ) of Theorem 9.1 (i). Then the 3-form τ in the construction (7.2) of p_ x must be nonzero. But τ is a 3-form on an r-dimensional vector space where ds 2 _ x has signature (r, r). The latter implies r < 2 so τ -0. Assertion (i) follows.
Let the simple group manifold M έ (1 < / < u) be noncompact, and fc = l t + (\i the decomposition of its Lie algebra under a Cartan involution. If l t = diml^ and q i = dimq^, then ds\ has signature (l t , q t ) or (q i9 li). Thus either li < 2 or q t < 2. If l t < 2, then l t has no simple ideal, so l t is 1-dimensional by simplicity of p t ; then .R-irreducibility of l t on q t implies q i < 2. If q i < 2, the symmetric space of noncompact type associated to p t must have constant curvature and therefore must be the real hyperbolic plane, so p t is the Lie algebra of SL (2, R) . Each such M^ contributes (1, 2) or (2,1) to the signature of ds 2 , so at most q occur. Assertion (ii) is proved. The quadrice M t (u + 1 < / < t) have ds\ of signature
SO(S)/SO(J):
SO(4,4)/SO(3/4): 5O(8,C)/5O(7, C): 3)
7)
The last two quadrics are excluded because q < 3. That leaves the 7-sρhere, proving assertion (iii).
Let ψ be another absolute parallelism on M consistent with dσ 2 . Then ψ is of reductive type by Lemma 6.2, and assertion (i) for (M, ψ, dσ 2 ) shows ψ is euclidean on the flat factor of (M,dσ 2 ). Thus Lemma 6.2 shows (M,ψ,dσ 2 ) to be the product of the (M ί5 ψ i9 ds]) for certain ψ^ with ψ 0 = φ Q . Now assertion (iv) follows from Corollary 9.2. q.e.d.
Our goal now is a complete description of the possibilities for the coverings of Theorem 9.1 (4). Choose a basis {ξ[, , ξ' n } of the space p' of parallel fields. Let {θ 1 } be the dual 1-forms. If g β Z each g*θ ι = θ\ so g is an isometry of the riemannian metric dp 2 = Σiθψ. The topology on Z is the compact-open topology from its action on M f . Thus a subgroup DcZis discrete if and only if it acts properly discontinuously on M' it acts freely by (i). Hence (ii) is proved.
Lemma. Let π: (M',dσ 2 ) -> (M,ds 2 ) be a pseudo-riemannian covering, and φ an absolute parallelism on M consistent with ds 2 . Let p be the LTS of φ-parallel vector fields on M, and p' the space of all fields ξ' on
If π(φ') = φ absolute parallelism on M, then φ is consistent with ds 2 and we are in the situation of Lemma 9.4. The covering being normal, M = D\M' where D is a group of homeomorphisms acting freely and properly discontinuously on M 1 . The elements of D are isometries of (M\ dσ 2 ) because π is pseudoriemannian. Now DcZby Lemma 9.4, and D is discrete there by (ii). Conversely let D c Z discrete subgroup. Then D acts freely and properly
= M is a normal covering. Since D acts by isometries, π is pseudo-riemannian and π(φ') is a well-defined parallelism by definition of Z. Hence (iii) is proved, q.e.d.
We collect the specific information needed to apply Proposition 9.5 in the complete reductive case. 9 and (i) is proved.
Let Mi be a group manifold, and L t the group of its left translations. Then
Li C Z(M i9 φi, dή). lίge Z(M i9 φ i9 dsf), we have h e L t such that hg(\) = 1.
Since hg is an isometry and acts trivially on p i9 hg = 1, and thus g = /r 1 e L t , proving (ii).
Let Mi be a quadric. Then the group G t of all isometries of (M i9 ds § has Lie algebra g, = [p i9 p t ] + p t . Let g ε Z(M i9 φ i9 dsf) and γ = ad (g) e Aut^ (gj. Then T* is trivial on p i9 and hence also trivial on [fo,:pj, so γ = 1. Now g centralizes the identity component of G t . A glance at Theorem 8.16 shows that this forces g = ±/ 8 , proving (iii). q.e.d. Now we combine Theorem 9.1, Proposition 9.5 and Lemma 9.6, obtaining the classification of complete parallelisms of reductive type.
Theorem. The complete connected pseudo-riemannian manifolds with consistent absolute parallelism of reductive type are precisely the (M, φ, ds
2 ) constructed as follows.
Step Step
The (M t , φ i9 ds*) for u + 1 < i < t. Choose an integer t > u. If u + 1 < i < t, let M t = G\IK\ be one of SO(S)/SO(Ί) , SO(4, 4)/SO(3, 4) , SO(S, C)/SO(Ί, C) .
ds\ is the invariant metric induced by a nonzero real multiple of the real Killing form of the Lie algebra g^ of G\. Let a be the conjugation of g* by the symmetry at l-K\,θ a Cartan involution of q t which commutes with a, and ε a triality automorphism of order 3 on q t which commutes with θ and has a fixed point set of type G 2 . Then φ t is the absolute parallelism on M t whose LTS is pi = {ε" 1^) : v € & and σ(v) = -v}. Let (Pi, q^ denote the signature of ds\, and Zi the center {±/ 8 } of the isometry group of {M t , dsf).
Step
Let p = Σ Pi and q = Σ <li \ then da 2 has signature (p, q). Denote Z = Z_ λ X Z o X X Z t . Step 6. (M, φ, ds 2 ) = D\(M, φ, da 2 ). Let D C Z be a discrete subgroup, M -D\M quotient manifold, φ parallelism on M induced by φ, and ds
2 the consistent pseudo-riemannian metric of signature (p, q) on M induced by da 2 . We close by examining the conditions on (M, φ, ds 2 ) under which (M, ds 2 ) may be globally symmetric, compact, riemannian, etc. Note that homogeneity is automatic: if (M, φ, ds 2 ) is complete and connected, then every ^-parallel vector field integrates to a 1-parameter group of isometries, and those isometries generate a transitive group.
Corollary. The connected globally symmetric pseudo-riemannian manifolds with consistent absolute parallelism of reductive type are precisely the (M,φ,ds
2 ) constructed in Theorem 9.7 with the additional condition: for -1
< i < u the projection of D to Z t consists of translations by elements of the center of the group M t .
Remark. Here note that M_ λ has center exp (to*), that M o is commutative, and that M^ has discrete center for 1 < / < u.
Proof. Let (M,φ,ds 2 ) = D\(M, φ, da 2 ) in the notation of Theorem 9.7. Then (M,ds 2 ) is symmetric if, and only if, every symmetry s x of (M,da 2 ) induces a transformation of M. Thus the symmetry condition for (M, ds 2 ) is that every s x permute the D-orbits, i.e., that every s x normalize D in the isometry group of (M, da 2 ). Let D t be the projection of D C Z = Z_ x x x Z t to Z t . Then (M, ds 2 ) is symmetric if, and only if, each D t is normalized by every symmetry of (M i5 dsξ).
If u + 1 < / < t, then Z t -{±/ 8 }, center of the isometry group of (M t , ds?), so Di is centralized by every symmetry. Z\M is the product of the Z i \M i , hence is compact if and only if each Z i \M i is compact. If -1 < / < u, then Zi\M t is reduced to a point, hence is compact. If u + 1 < / < t, then Z t is finite, so Z ί \M ί is compact if and only if M t is compact; the latter occurs only for M t = SO (8) 
/SO(Ί).
j)_! = g(r, ΪΌ) is a nilpotent Lie algebra, and has a basis with rational structure constants if and only if τ can be chosen with rational coefficients. The Lie algebra p Q of M o is commutative. Now a theorem of MaΓcev [10] says that τ can be chosen rational if, and only if, M_ λ X M o has a discrete subgroup with compact quotient.
Suppose that τ can be chosen rational. Then M_ λ X M o has a discrete subgroup with compact quotient, and gives a left translation group E discrete in Z_ λ X Z Q with compact quotient. If 1 < / < u with M t noncompact, a theorem of Borel [2] provides a discrete subgroup of M i with compact quotient, and its left translation group is a discrete subgroup D t c Z t with Z i \D i compact. In the other cases Z< is compact, and we take D t -{1}. Then D = E x D λ X x D t is a discrete subgroup of Z with Z/D compact. Conversely let D C Z be a discrete subgroup with Z/D compact. Permute the M u 1 < i < u, so that M i is noncompact for 1 < / < v and compact for v + 1 < i < u. As Z Ό+ι X X Z t is compact, we replace D with its projection to Z' = Z_! x Z o x X Z v . Now Z' is a simply connected Lie group whose solvable radical is the nilpotent group Z_ ι X Z Q and whose semisimple part Z λ χ X Z υ has no compact factor. Thus a theorem of L. Auslander [1] says that (Z_ λ X Z 0 )/{D Π (Z_ λ X Z o )} is compact, so τ may be chosen with rational coefficients. 2 and, in the notation of Theorem 9.7, (a) M_ λ is reduced to a point,
There is a riemannian metric dp 2 Assume (ii). Let dr\ be any translation-invariant riemannian metric on M o . For 1 < / < u let dr\ be the metric induced by the negative of the Killing form of pi. For u + 1 < / < t let dr\ be the usual riemannian metric of constant curvature. Now dp 2 = dr\ x x dr] has the required properties. Thus (ii) implies (iii). Corollary 9.3 provides the converse.
Appendix: Lie triple systems
We collect the basic facts on Lie triple systems. Conditions (i) and (ii) both fail for the algebra (3.7). Condition (i) does not imply (ii), as seen from the Lie algebra ί of Spin, R)H n where H n is the (2n + l)-dimensional Heisenberg group, Sp(n, R) acts irreducibly on a (2n-dimensional) complement to the center Z of H n , and Sp{n, R) acts trivially on Z. Here g is the only abelian ideal in ί.
